
Center Tent Cabin
1. Spread the inner tent out flat, floor side down.
Tie Metal center hub G to top of center cabin.
Assemble the five black fiberglass poles(C,D,E) insert into the sleeves on the top of the tent.
The upper ends of C,D,E insert into G (center hub), and the lower ends insert into steel poles H,I,J,K,L.
Insert two grey fiberglass poles(B)into the sleeves and into steel poles H,I,J,K.(pic.2,3,4,5,6,7,8) 
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2.Insert the double prong steel poles ends (H,I,J,K,L) into the corresponding
pin rings (center portion of the tent).(pic.9,10)
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Side Cabins Assembly
3.Assemble the two yellow fiberglass poles(A). Insert into side pole sleeves. 
Insert fiberglass into steel single prong upright poles (M).(pic.11)
Then insert the end of poles into the corresponding pin rings.(pic.13)
4. Place inner tent's S-hook to fasten on the plastic pipe hole.Clip the plactic 
hooks to the corresponding steel poles(M).(pic.12)
5. Tie the guy ropes on the center of two yellow fiberglass poles(A).Then pull 
the guy ropes and stake the guy ropes into the ground.(pic.14,15)
Fix the inner tent stakes into the rings on the corners of the tent to secure it 
to the ground.(pic.16,17)   

7.Place the fly over the tent. Wrap the Velcro fasteners of the fly 
around the fiberglass and steel poles.(pic.20,21)
8.Insert the front door steel poles into the corresponding pin rings.(pic.24,25)
9.Attach the fly to the tent by hooking the plastic S-hook on the fly
corners to the rings at the tent corners.(pic.27,31)
10. Assemble the two shortest 6.9mm fiberglass poles (F) and insert into the
sleeves on the side of the tent and the corresponding pin rings.(pic.22,23,24)
11. Fix the fly stakes into the rings on the corners of the tent to secure it
to the ground.(pic 24,25,26,27)
Meanwhile, remove 2 guy ropes which were tied on the center of two
yellow fiberglass poles(A).
12. Finally secure the tent in place with the guy ropes and extra tent stakes.
(pic.28,29)
13. Tent assembled. Front side refer to pic.24. Back side refer to pic.30   
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6.To set up the front door of tent with the steel poles.(pic.18,19)




